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Small world, big ideas
Dear reader,
“That’s one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind.”
These were the words spoken by Neil Armstrong when he became
the first man to step on the moon on 21 July 1969. His wonderful
play on words shows us how small and big are relative concepts.
In this issue you’ll find out how the big and the small interact with
one another. Increasingly compact systems are achieving higher
outputs than the huge machines of the past. Where vast production halls once stood, a few square metres of space is often all that
is needed today for greater productivity.
At the same time, miniaturisation is paving the way for new solutions. A small, high-precision test system for mobile devices – the
first of its kind – is replacing laborious manual testing procedures.
A key element of this test platform is the mini planar surface gantry
EXCM (page 34). Laboratory automation is also benefiting from
this trend, with increased throughput and more reliable results.

Dr. Ansgar Kriwet,
Member of the Management Board, Sales

Our SupraMotion 3.0 exhibits can move large loads using small
forces. The SupraCycle shows how this technology could revolutionise the way in which we work in the coming years. Quiet,
compact and extremely efficient, these solutions are the best proof
of the strength of Festo as an innovative company.
Without wanting to detract from the historical significance of
the moon landing, we believe we share one thing in common with
the heroes who completed this mission – a passion for new development, and for future topics such as Industry 4.0 or Internet
of Things.
I hope you enjoy reading this issue.

Ansgar Kriwet
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In focus Dimensions Since 1990, the Hubble
Telescope has been providing incredible images
from the depths of outer space. What looks small
in a colour photo takes on truly vast proportions
in reality. In this issue of trends in automation
you’ll find out how the great and the small interact with one another. Ever more compact systems
are delivering higher productivity. Extremely
small components are creating space for new
possibilities.
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Colossal knowledge store
It stands 190 metres long, 90 metres wide and a good 40 metres
high. 14,000 m² of bead-blasted stainless steel, concrete and
glass dominate the façade of the Musée des Confluences in the
French city of Lyon. This futuristic building in the form of a crystal
cloud was designed by the Vienna-based firm of architects Coop
Himmelb(l)au.
The museum, which is located at the confluence of the Rhône and
Saône rivers, opened its doors on 21 December 2014. It is the first
museum in France to bring together more than two million works
from ethnological and natural science collections under one roof.
Visitors who enter the 24,000 m² building can move between open
and enclosed exhibition spaces as if following the course of a river
and explore the vast world of knowledge among the many ramps,
walkways and floors.

Interview

The art
of illusion
Andreas and Chris Ehrlich belong to the
international elite of illusionists. They
have been named “Magicians of the Year”
twice and delight young and old alike with
their unique brand of magic during their
tour. Shortly before the show in Stuttgart,
the Ehrlich Brothers talked about how
it all started, how they bring their ideas
to life and the technical wizardry behind
their spectacular shows.

trends in automation: We’re sitting here on the set of your
show in Stuttgart. The sound check and lighting test are underway.
Three 40-tonne Megaliners are parked in the courtyard. And
tomorrow it’s on to the next city. You’ve enjoyed a rapid rise to
fame in recent years. Did you ever dream that you would one day
fill venues of this size?
Chris Ehrlich: We started out with just a small magic set when
we were children. Never in our wildest imagination – though with
our illusions you need a pretty vivid imagination – would we have
believed that this would one day lead to such huge success. One
of the cornerstones of our success is our love of detail and the
determination to always do better. After every show we analyse
exactly how it went, eliminate potential for error and improve
our illusions wherever possible. Even though something may
look perfect, for us it is never one hundred per cent perfect. We
always want to try and make our shows just that little bit better.
Andreas Ehrlich: For us it’s just the same as working in industry.
We also operate in a continuous improvement process, whether
it’s for small tricks or big illusions.
Your show begins in just a few hours. You seem very relaxed –
as does the entire crew. Yet everything here seems to involve a
great deal of technical effort. Are you familiar with all of the technical details or are you “merely” the artists who do all of the creative work and leave the implementation side to your co-workers?
Chris Ehrlich: We are the architects of our productions and work
both in and on them – from the initial idea to the final technical
implementation. It’s always been that way. At home we used to
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“We transform technology
into emotion.”
Chris Ehrlich

spend hours on end working in our father’s workshop. That is
where we laid the foundations for the success that we enjoy today.
Our goal was always to understand everything about the technical side of the overall production. We are constantly learning new
topics and are often the last people to leave the workshop, long
after midnight. We even write our own PLC programs and are
heavily involved in the technical production process of our shows.
Andreas Ehrlich: I’ve always been fascinated by the idea of
building something. It runs in the family. Our father was a skilled
toolmaker, mechanical engineer and vocational teacher. He had
a huge amount of expertise and taught us an awful lot. In the

early days he supported us in constructing our tricks, but always
insisted that we help so that we would learn how things work
ourselves. Enthusiasm for technology and using technology to
captivate people has been a recurrent theme throughout our lives.
So technology is a key element of the illusions performed by
the Ehrlich Brothers. How much time do you invest in technology
and what are your expectations?
Andreas Ehrlich: Technology plays a big part in our lives. The art
lies in ensuring that the audience is not aware of its presence.
This means that we have to fit the technology into the smallest
space possible, but at the same time make sure it is reliable.
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“Automation gives us security,
it relieves the pressure on us and
gives us the freedom to focus on
our performance on the stage.”
Andreas Ehrlich

The interview with Andreas and Chris Ehrlich
took place on 29 January 2015 at the Porsche
Arena in Stuttgart, Germany.

Chris Ehrlich: Of course, magicians still use good old-fashioned
sleight of hand. But if you want to amaze thousands of people,
it’s simply no longer enough. You really need to offer more. And
that’s only possible by making extensive use of technology. Strictly
speaking, what we do is highly specialised machine building. One
of our latest illusions, teleportation, is a perfect example of this.
When we were developing this illusion, we couldn’t just walk into
an engineering firm and say that we needed a teleporter. This is
a highly specialised, individual solution that had to be developed
from scratch.
Where do you use automation and how do you benefit
from the high level of technical back-up?

Chris Ehrlich: Obviously we can’t give away the secrets behind
our illusions. However, one technical innovation we can tell you
about is the central roll-up projection screen that we have over the
stage, which is driven using a Festo servo motor. The advantage of
this is that it can be moved to any position. This means that we
have maximum flexibility despite the infrastructure that changes
from venue to venue. The roll-up projection screen is controlled
by our own PLC structure, which operates the Festo controller.
Andreas Ehrlich: We used to use a turnkey standard solution,
but it wasn’t reliable enough for our requirements. The screen
didn’t move precisely enough to the required position and the
projected image therefore didn’t always fit on the screen. With

the new solution we no longer have this problem. It is taught
before every show and once that’s done we can be sure that it will
operate with one hundred per cent reliability. Automation gives
us security, it relieves the pressure on us and gives us the freedom to focus on our performance on the stage.
Festo components are now a permanent part of the automation
for your show. How did the cooperation with Festo come about?
Andreas Ehrlich: The first contact we had with Festo was in the
sales office in Bielefeld. In 2005 we devised a system for a show
in which we wanted to implement a special compressed air application, and we were looking for a partner who could provide
us with both the pneumatic hardware and the necessary technical expertise. We got to know a Festo sales engineer. After we
had given a brief performance, he came backstage and gave
some suggestions as to how we could improve certain technical
processes. And that’s when we began working together. In the
years that followed, the expert from Festo was instrumental in
our success and development, providing us with Festo products
and sharing his knowledge of pneumatics. Whenever there was

a problem, he would time and again examine the technical details
and present us with possible solutions. He is the one who introduced us to pneumatics.
Chris Ehrlich: We rely on perfect technology that can deliver
maximum reliability during every performance. To illustrate just
how much we trust Festo, you only have to look at the saw that
I lie under every night. It’s controlled by a valve terminal from
Festo – a CPX/MPA, to be precise.
The time flies by for the audience. People are fascinated by
the smaller tricks and the interaction you have with them, but it
is the big illusions that really get them going. When is an illusion
perfect for the Ehrlich Brothers?
Chris Ehrlich: When it is one hundred per cent reliable and one
hundred per cent emotional. The emotions of the audience are
hugely important. We aren’t just a show that presents technical
special effects. Technology provides the foundations on which we
can build a show that delivers maximum emotion for the audience. You could say that we transform technology into emotion.
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Snowflake magic: in the current show, the stage
is transformed into a winter wonderland.

Bending spoons is old hat:
the Ehrlich Brothers bend entire
railway tracks made from steel
with apparent ease.

About the person

The Ehrlich Brothers

You put on some of the biggest illusion shows in the world
right now. Even David Copperfield wanted to use some of your
tricks. What are your goals for the future?
Chris Ehrlich: To put on a magic show on the moon. We’ll make
zero gravity disappear.
Andreas Ehrlich: We actually do think it would be really cool to
perform magic in a space station. But that is probably still a few
years away. Will it ever happen? Who knows. We all have to have
dreams. And we’ve always tried to make our dreams come true
so that others can dream of a new reality.

Andreas and Chris Ehrlich were born in 1978 and 1982 in
Herford, Germany. As children, they loved experimenting with
a magic set. Today, their spectacular illusion shows fill entire
arenas, with audiences of up to 10,000 people. Before joining
forces as the Ehrlich Brothers in 2000 they worked as solo
performers, winning numerous awards for their magic shows.
They have been members of the Magic Circle in Germany since
they were seventeen and eighteen years old respectively. In
2004 and 2013, the Ehrlich Brothers were named “Magicians
of the Year”, following in the footsteps of world-famous magicians including David Copperfield and Siegfried & Roy.
The enormous illusion shows that the brothers put on transport the audience to an amazing universe with fascinating
special effects. But it takes many years of conceptual and
technical development before an illusion is ready to be performed on stage. Automation plays a key role here. Whether
it’s driving a motorbike off the screen of an iPad, a six-bladed
saw cutting Chris into pieces, effortlessly bending railway
tracks or growing an entire orange tree from a single orange
seed, technical perfection provides the foundations for illusion
through emotion.
www.ehrlich-brothers.com

SupraCycle demonstrates the transfer
of a magnetic object carrier from one
superconductor module to the next.
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SupraMotion 3.0

Motion without contact
Transporting without contact, transferring objects in suspension, working from
behind walls without any connecting mechanical systems. Automation based on
superconductor modules makes the previously unthinkable possible. The latest
future concepts for superconductivity from Festo, such as the SupraCycle, show
the possibilities of this fascinating technology.

I

n some automation processes there
are advantages to separating the object to be transported from the transport device. Contactless handling is
opening up new perspectives, particularly
with regard to easier cleaning in hygienic
environments and moving delicate objects.
This can now be done thanks to superconductivity, a technology which Festo has
been researching for a number of years.
Experts believe that contactless motion
will lead to major advances in automation

in the future. With superconductor automation modules, products move through
production halls quietly, cleanly and energy
efficiently, as if guided by an invisible
hand. It can be used to run processes
without interruption, because enclosures,
sluices, etc. are no longer obstacles. Hand
ling systems based on superconductivity
can even meet requirements for high-purity
or harsh environments. With the current
SupraMotion 3.0 projects, Festo is showing how automation could find its way into

areas in which it would previously have
been scarcely conceivable. One of the
latest projects is the SupraCycle exhibit.
It shows for the first time ever how a suspended permanent magnet can be transferred from one superconductor element
to another using superconductivity.
Contactless transfer
The new SupraCycle from Festo transfers
a magnetic object carrier between two
superconductor elements without any

Three cryostats with superconductors are mounted on a base plate and the two magnetic
object carriers are transferred contactlessly in turn to the next cryostat.

contact. It shows how the stored, permanent connection can be actively released
and restored. Three cryostats with
superconductors are mounted on a base
plate. Two magnetic object carriers are
transferred in turn from one cryostat to
the next. Two small, open bottles filled
with liquid are attached to these object
carriers. The magnetic object carriers are
frozen in the cryostats at a distance of
several millimetres from the superconduct
ors. The cryostats can be rotated through
360 degrees using the rotary modules
ERMB. When two of them are positioned
exactly opposite one another, one hands

SupraMotion 3.0
Festo has developed the so-called “SupraMotion 3.0” exhibits to illustrate future
superconductor applications. The latest exhibits include SupraCarrier, SupraCycle
and SupraHelix. Products can be supported and transported on suspended rollers
with the SupraCarrier exhibit. SupraCycle from Festo shows the contactless
transfer of a magnetic puck between two superconductor elements. The stored,
permanent connection can be actively released and restored. SupraHelix, on the
other hand, is a suspended screw shaft, which can be driven actively and contactlessly to transport ring-shaped products or process them while in rotation.
www.festo.com/en/supramotion

over the magnetic object carrier to the
other. A PCB on the cryostats provides
the necessary built-in intelligence. One of
the many possible practical applications
of the SupraCycle is the securing of a
workpiece carrier to the object carrier. The
carrier can be transferred between the two
systems in order to transport objects, as
the exhibit illustrates using the glass bottles as an example.
A host of new applications
Superconductor automation modules
can be designed using numerous bearing
variants and active drives. Any suspended
kinematic sequence can thus be set up.
The transfer of objects using a shuttle can
be carried out completely contactlessly.
This means that the systems meet the most
stringent demands on sterility. The modules maintain their predefined positions
by means of the system’s intrinsic resetting forces, regardless of spatial alignment.
The vision for future Festo modules involves completely wear-resistant bearings
and cooling systems with a long service life
of up to 10 years. Contactless motion
and holding avoids wear and dust, which
means that the modules are suitable for
use in environments with stringent hygiene
requirements. A definable air gap also
allows the modules to work from behind
walls, allowing handling to take place in
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Dr. Susanne Krichel,
Portfolio Management,
Superconductor
Project Team, Festo
Unique operating principle: suspension in the
superconductive state at –180 °Celsius.

One more question
trends in automation:
What fascinates you about the subject of SupraMotion?

protected and enclosed areas that are
susceptible to contamination and difficult
to clean. Because the storage and holding
functions of the systems are not affected
by non-magnetic materials entering the
bearings, use in areas that contain large
amounts of material particles is also
possible. The cooling systems used are
extremely efficient, with maximum energy
consumption of 80 watts per cooling
unit.

Dr. Susanne Krichel: There are already various solutions for storing and moving objects without contact.
But rotation through 360° in any spatial direction is only
possible with superconductivity – without the need for
intricate control technology and with minimal energy
consumption. We are involved right now in order to investigate possible application areas for this fascinating
technology. This is completely uncharted territory for us
and it gives us a great deal of creative freedom for our
ideas.
SupraMotion has been at Hannover Messe for the
past three years – what are the plans for the future?

www.festo.com/en/supramotion
Krichel: We have moved on from merely showing off the
impressive levitation effects and possibilities of superconductor technology to actively discussing their potential with the automation industry. Based on numerous
discussions with customers in recent years we have concluded that individual elements from our future concepts
could already be used today. We are currently working
on getting our first pilot projects off the ground.
What are the biggest challenges facing the Festo
SupraMotion team over the coming year?
Krichel: Right now we are dealing with the question of
how we can use the technology for problems for which
there is currently no feasible solution or that could only
be solved with complex workarounds. It’s also important
to create the right conditions to allow the technology to
succeed on the market. We are discussing these issues
with our customers, and our team is calling on the know
ledge and experience of our Sales division as well as of
experts and technology partners.

Automation in an analytical laboratory

Put to the test
Analytical laboratories have to provide sound results in a short time. Speed and
reproducibility play a significant role here. Modern automation technology saves
time, increases quality and reduces costs for the transport and distribution of
samples. Ready-to-install subsystems from Festo are opening up new possibilities
for efficient processes in laboratory automation.

I

t takes very little time to give a blood
sample at a doctor’s surgery. However,
the many different steps required in
a laboratory in order to reach an accur
ate diagnosis demand a great deal of time
and concentration on the part of the labora
tory employees. When blood is taken, for
example, the first thing to be done is capture the individual data, such as the patient’s name or the analyses to be carried
out, which are then encoded in a barcode

on the sample vial. Once the samples
reach the laboratory performing the ana
lysis and the data have been retrieved,
the next step is centrifugation, where highspeed rotation is used to separate the
blood into solid and liquid components.
Only then can the laboratory check the
sample for specific antibodies or viruses.
To obtain dependable results, precisely defined laboratory processes must be carried

out in a reproducible, efficient and reliable
manner. Automation technology is pivotal
when it comes to achieving high speed and
precision for transport between the individual processing stations. It therefore plays
an increasingly important role in the medical and diagnostics sector.
Platform for individual solutions
The overall analytical process involves
many steps that have to be repeated
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Fast and precise: modern handling
systems ensure the efficient
handling and reliable transport of
highly sensitive samples and fluids.

The future has begun
Visitors to the Lab Automation Symposium at Festo’s
Technology Centre in Esslingen on 30 October 2014 learned
about current developments in modern laboratory automation and what the future holds. The symposium looked
at a broader perspective of using automation, such as in
the areas of biomarkers, biobanking, specimen archiving,
personalised medicine and companion diagnostics. Renowned international experts spoke about how work, which
is currently still carried out in laborious manual processes,
will in future be standardised and performed with greater
efficiency and reproducibility using automation.
A number of exhibitors from the field of life sciences showed
how this can already be done in practice. They included
LGC Genomics, Hettich, ttp labtech, Greiner bio-one and
GerenTec.

“The oKtopure is the result of successful
collaboration. Both sides benefited from
one another’s knowledge.”
Paul Kendall, Electronic Light Assembly Cluster Team, Festo England

oKtopure – fully automated DNA extraction
An example of successful laboratory automation is the oKtopure DNA
extraction robot from LGC Genomics in England. This high-tech platform
accelerates cultivation programmes and many other molecular biology
processes thanks to standardised DNA extraction from plant leaf and seed
tissue, animal tissue, hair and blood. The system supports the parallel
purification of 8 x 96 Deepwell plates.
This enables 5,000 samples a day to be processed. The high level of automation is thanks to a handling system from Festo, which was developed
in close cooperation with LGC. The required high precision for the threedimensional gantry is made possible by the electric toothed belt axes EGC
on the X- and Y-axes. The double Z-axis EGSK with spindle drive ensures
exact positioning of the dispensing head. The three-dimensional gantry
for liquid handling from Festo is supplied as a complete system; the drive
and controller package is pre-parameterised.
www.lgcgroup.com

over and over again every day, such as
opening sample vials. Because even the
tiniest quantities of sample material are
sufficient for analysis purposes, sample
vials are becoming smaller, making them
more difficult to open by hand. The errors
that can occur when handling samples
manually are minimised by using auto
mation processes. The same applies to the
risk of sample contamination.
An innovative laboratory platform from
Festo shows what the future of laboratory
automation might look like. Nine modules
demonstrate the entire process sequence,
from the pre-analysis to the analytical process and then the post-analysis. This includes the automated handling of individual sample vials that are removed from or
added to the sample carrier, the opening
and closing of sample vials and the re
moval and addition of liquids in the milli
litre, microlitre and sub-microlitre range.
Dosing precision as well as the modularity,
flexibility and expandability of the system
are the main focus throughout the process
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Festo in medical technology
The trend in the field of medical devices, too, is towards ever smaller
and lighter equipment. At the same time, they have to be more costeffective than previous models and withstand the stress of being used
on a daily basis for long periods of time. The market demands faster
and more precise analytical devices as well as state-of-the-art medical
equipment. Festo is already working closely with customers to develop
customised solutions that meet the stringent requirements for gas and
liquid handling.

Medical technology

Piezo valves and miniature valves MH are the ideal solution for small
flows in medical technology. Their great technical features make them
particularly well suited to valve functions in the field of medical technology as well as for mobile oxygen system devices, for example. They
work silently, consume very little energy, do not produce heat and can
operate proportionally. Small valves can be used in a wide variety of
applications, including dialysis machines, surgical instruments, training torsos and medical mattresses.
www.festo.com/medtech

Short distances: with the planar
surface gantry EXCM from Festo,
it is the sample vials that move
rather than the needles. This reduces the movement of the pipette
to a minimum.

sequences. Products from other manufacturers can also be integrated on the platform alongside Festo components. This
enables custom solutions to be designed
for every application.
Fully automated pipetting process
Blood sample processing is fully automated on the laboratory platform, as shown
by the pipetting process. First, a central
transport system brings the blood sample
to the pipetting module on a sample
carrier. There, a highly precise pipette adds
a specific amount of liquid blood components from the collection tube to each
vial. The delivery system then transports
the vials to the next module in the process.
Loads of up to several hundred grams can
be precisely and safely moved using a
classic 3D handling system. The handling
system consists of an electric planar surface gantry EXCM that covers a maximum
working space of 360 x 700 mm for motion
in the XY direction as well as an electric
axis EGSK for vertical Z motion with strokes
of up to 100 mm. The system is completed

by stepper motors, motor controllers
as well as a multi-axis controller.
Step-by-step optimisation
Automation does not necessarily mean
converting all previously manual processes
to become fully automated. The transition
often takes place in steps, from automating individual modules and automated linking of modules to fully automating entire
processes, based on the needs and requirements of the laboratory. These remain
flexible and can be adapted to a change

in requirements at any time. Faster, more
accurate and more cost-effective analysis
results will thus contribute to the successful treatment of patients in the future.
www.festo.com/labor

Czech Republic: an up-and-coming country

Europe’s
young nation
The Czechs can look back on a history of more than one and a half thousand
years. Yet the Czech Republic has existed for just over two decades. This country
in the heart of Europe was often a pioneer of liberal thought and is one of the
strongest countries of Central and Eastern Europe in economic terms. After a
two-year recession, the Czech economy is picking up again.

Photos: © Shotshop.com
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T

he Czech Republic celebrated its 22nd birthday on 1 January 2015. This means that, together with Slovakia, it is
the youngest nation in the European Union. However, its
roots reach far back to the 5th century, the time of the
great migration of European peoples. Even though it took many
centuries before political sovereignty was achieved, the people
living between the Bohemian Forest, the Carpathian Mountains
and the Sudeten Mountains were often pioneers in various areas.
In 1348, Charles IV founded Prague University, the first such
institution north of the Alps. Jan Hus was one of the most important reformers at the turn of the 14th and 15th centuries, while
Franz Kafka is one of the greatest writers of world literature and
the man who gave his name to the word “Kafkaesque”. With the

Prague Spring of 1968 and the Velvet Revolution of 1989, the
Czechs showed the world their desire for freedom and selfdetermination. They were able to form their own state for the first
time on 1 January 1993. The Czech Republic with its 10.5 million
inhabitants has been a member of NATO since 1999, and this
young nation joined the European Union in 2004. Apart from a
period of recession in 2012 and 2013, the country’s economy
has followed a steady upward trend.
There are dumplings in paradise
The Czech Republic is located in the heart of Europe between
Poland in the north west, Slovakia in the south east, Austria to
the south and Germany to the west. The country covers

Sources of inspiration
Names speak volumes: Karlovy Vary, Mariánské Lázně,
Františkovy Lázně. For several centuries, the Czech Republic
has been known as the land of thermal springs and spas
because of the healing properties of its natural springs.
These places of recuperation grew into world-famous cities,
which still attract famous personalities from the worlds of
politics, science and culture to this day. Johann Wolfgang von
Goethe wrote one his later works, the “Marienbad Elegy”,
following a stay in the thermal springs here.
Balneotherapy has a long tradition in the Czech Republic.
The healing power of the Cheb waters of Františkovy Lázně
was recognised as far back as the 12th century. The springs
at Karlovy Vary were documented in the 14th century, in the
time of Charles IV. The Bohemian Spa Triangle today has
230 springs offering various medicinal benefits. Apart from
pure relaxation, the mineral springs promise relief for diseases of the musculoskeletal system as well as cardiovascular disease.

Mariánské Lázně: the covered walkway in the spa colonnades.
The cast-iron construction originates from 1890.
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Art, culture and sport
The Czech Republic’s most famous citizens include many
greats from the worlds of art and culture. Writer Franz
Kafka (1883–1924) was one of the most influential authors of the 20th century. Milan Kundera, now 85 years of
age, won numerous international awards for his literary
works, including “The Unbearable Lightness of Being”.
Antonín Dvořák, known for his nine symphonies, and
Bedřich Smetana, whose best-known orchestral work
was “The Moldau”, are among the world’s most famous
composers.
There have also been many outstanding Czech athletes.
Legendary tennis player Ivan Lendl won eight grand slam
titles and was ranked the world No. 1 for 270 weeks. His
fellow countrywoman Martina Navrártilová is one of the
most famous tennis players of all time. Also unforgettable
to many is the world famous long-distance runner, multiple Olympic champion and world record holder with his
inimitable running style, Emil Zátopek, who was called
“the Czech locomotive”.

78,867 square kilometres and is characterised by its beautiful and
varied landscape. In the north east is the “Bohemian Paradise”,
designated as the first UNESCO Geopark in the Czech Republic.
This is a low mountain landscape with amazing sandstone formations, the so-called “rock towns”. There are also the famous
baths which have attracted people to West Bohemia from all
over Europe for centuries. The most famous are Karlovy Vary
(Carlsbad) and Mariánské Lázně (Marienbad). The poet Goethe
dedicated his romantic poem the “Marienbad Elegy” to this latter
city. Slightly to the north west of the geographical centre of the
country is the “Golden City” of Prague. This famous metropolis
with its historic Charles Bridge, Prague Castle, hundreds of church
towers and enchanting old town attracts 20 million tourists
every year. In the south west of the country, visitors can expect
unspoiled forests with hills that are occasionally interrupted
by lakes. In Moravia in the east is the second largest city in the
Czech Republic, Brno. On the picturesque Moravian plains, winegrowing flourishes between small towns with a Mediterranean
charm. Czech cooking ranges in flavour from hearty to sweet,
with the most famous specialty being dumplings in all sorts of
variants. Served mostly as an accompaniment to meat dishes,
they are also offered as a dessert filled with fruits and sprinkled
with powdered sugar.
Czech economy based on industry
With a tradition of advanced economic development, the Czech
Republic today is among the leading industrial nations of central
and eastern Europe. The most significant industrial segments
include machine building, the automotive industry, energy,
electronics, rubber industry and metallurgy. The country’s main
trading partners are Germany, Austria, Slovakia, Russia and Italy.
In total, Czech industry employs 1.2 million workers. The automotive industry is the most important industry segment in the
Czech Republic, and the one with the most dynamic development.

According to the statistics of the German-Czech Chamber of
Industry and Commerce, the Czech automotive industry has
always played a major part in the country’s economy and currently
accounts for 19 per cent of total industry output by value. In 2010,
the three car manufacturers Skoda Auto, TPCA and HMMC were
able for the first time to produce in excess of one million cars.
Further important segments are bus and truck manufacturing.
Irisbus Iveco, SOR Libchavy and Mercedes-Benz are among the
market leaders in the field of buses, while the top truck makers
are Avia and Tatra. The main investor in the Czech automotive industry is Germany. Local companies work intensively with German
manufacturers and are closely involved in the global supply network of the automotive industry.
Post-recession pick-up
The Czech Republic’s gross domestic product has grown from
$33 billion in 1992 to $216 billion in 2011. According to the
German Foreign Office in Berlin, after the Czech gross domestic
product dropped by 1.0 per cent in 2012 and 0.9 per cent in

“One of our key success factors
is the excellent partnership we
have with our customers.”
Jiri Petránek, General Manager of Festo Czech Republic

2013, the country had overcome its temporary recession
by the autumn of 2013. In the first quarter of 2014, GDP grew by
2.5 per cent. For 2014, the Czech National Bank (CNB) is predicting an increase of 2.6 per cent, with a 3.3 per cent rise in 2015.
The fall in GDP in 2012 and 2013 was due to, among other things,
weak domestic demand and cuts in government spending.
Foreign trade, on the other hand, continued to grow, albeit less
strongly than in previous years. The European Commission has
forecast growth of 2.5 per cent in GDP for the Czech Republic for
2014, with a further increase of 2.7 per cent growth per year for
2015 and 2016. This growth will be driven above all by exports.
For example, according to the National Statistics Office, exports
rose in July 2014 by 18.3 per cent compared to the previous year.
Growing private consumption and rising real wages will also help
to further stabilise the economy in 2015.
High demand in machine building
The Czech Republic is a particularly important market and production location for machine builders. Even during the recent
economic crisis, demand remained high, according to Germany
Trade & Invest, especially for machines for the energy sector, the
chemical industry and the automotive industry. Czech manufacturers of capital goods produce mainly for export. Germany
Trade & Invest sees the greatest market potential in the automotive industry, environmental engineering and machine building.
There are positive forecasts for the chemical and electrical engin
eering industries, information and communication technology,
medical technology, logistics, construction and metallurgy.

Festo was there right from the start
Festo established a presence in the Czech Republic immediately
after the fall of the “iron curtain”. Festo s.r.o. was founded in
Prague in 1990. Today, 74 staff in the areas of technology, customer service and industrial education provide customers in the
Czech Republic with automation components and know-how.
Among Festo’s most important industry segments are the automotive industry, followed by special machine builders and toolmakers. Festo sells individual components and complete readyto-install solutions matched to the individual needs of the
customer, while Festo Didactic provides companies and educational institutions with comprehensive knowledge of all aspects
of modern automation.
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Production of tubing for industrial automation

From granule to
long-distance
runner
Festo produces around 90 per cent of its tubing at its plant
in the northern Czech city of Česká Lípa. Here, small granules
are transformed into 50-metre long tubes in advanced
production processes. The plant operates exclusively on the
basis of just-in-time production.

A

lthough the finished product
may look simple, the automated
production of tubing demands
extensive expertise and maximum precision. Because not all tubing is
the same. For optimum reliability in different applications you need exactly the right
material.
Around 100 km north of Prague, Festo
Production Česká Lípa produces tubing
made from polyurethane, polyethylene
and polyamide. Beginning with polyur
ethane, the plant processes three basic
materials: semi-crystalline polyurethane,
amorphous polyurethane, and a special
highly flame-retardant variant. In the case
of polyethylene, there are two types:
cross-linked and non-cross-linked. Each
material used needs a different type of
production line that must be precisely defined by the requirements of that particular material. There are also major differences in terms of dimensions. In Česká
Lípa, the smallest tube they produce has
a diameter of 3 mm while the largest
standard is currently 20 mm. On a smaller

scale, Festo Production Česká Lípa also
produces customised solutions such as
tubing with special conductivity.
In addition to high-quality series production, one of the local specialities of Festo
Production Česká Lípa is welding two or
more tubes. Although it seems simple, it
is not simple at all. When the welded
strands are later separated, their surfaces
must not show any damage and their ends
must easily fit into fittings.
The finished tubing is delivered to Festo in
Germany. At the Customer Service Centre
in St. Ingbert-Rohrbach (see report in
trends in automation 2.2014), orders are
processed and tubing is delivered to end
customers.

1

Material: Festo Production Česká Lípa
produces tubing made from polyurethane,
polyethylene and polyamide. The basic
raw material is delivered to the plant as granules.

5

Forming: the extruder head forms
the tube. It is formed to the required
dimensions in the vacuum chamber.
As the tube cannot solidify in one piece,
it is cooled gradually.

3

Drying: 90 per cent of the materials must be dried to
the required level before use. Depending on the dryer
volume and type of material, the amount to be produced
is determined very accurately so that it can be continuously
collected for processing.

2

Coloured granules provide the
colour of the tube. Transparent
coloured tubing is the most popular.

6

Pulling: the tube travels along
the line at 30 m/min, according
to the size of the product. To retain
the correct structure of the tube, the
acceleration must be carefully monitored.
The drawing speed is controlled using
Festo components.

4

Extrusion: the dispenser mixes the dried material with
the pigment in a predefined ratio, or with a cross-linking
agent in the case of polyethylene. The mixture is melted
in the extruder at 200-220 °C and homogenised.
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7

Cooling: final cooling of the tubing ensures that it can be handled
safely by the plant employees. The cooling process itself does not
affect the shape of the tube.

10

Spiral tubing: one of the
most important specialities of
Festo Production Česká Lípa
is the manufacture of extremely flexible
spiral tubing consisting of both a black
and a blue tube.

8

Winding: the finished tubes
are printed and wound onto
reels of 50 metres.

9

Packing: once packed in cardboard
boxes, 90 per cent of the tubing goes
to Festo in Germany. The remaining
10 per cent are customised solutions, which
are shipped separately.

Automatic adjustment of vehicle axles

Staying
on track
The track and camber of vehicle
axles has a major influence on
driving behaviour. In automotive
production, track and camber
adjustment used to be a timeconsuming, manual process. The
current generation of machines
from AuE Kassel GmbH fully
automatically adjusts track and
camber in less than 60 seconds.
Festo components guarantee precision and speed in this process.
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The latest generation
of machines from
AuE Kassel GmbH fully
automatically adjusts
track and camber in just
60 seconds.

I

n the early days of automotive production, the axles were clamped on steel
work tables and adjusted roughly using
probes and dial gauges. Final measurement of the chassis was not carried out until the “end of the line”. This last step took
up to ten minutes to carry out and affected
the output rate of the vehicle plant. Today,
adjustment is automated and meets the
output requirements of manufacturers

of vehicles with multi-link rear axles.
AuE Kassel GmbH implemented a new rear
axle adjustment system for a well-known
German car manufacturer in just nine
months. Once the axle has been adjusted,
it can be installed straightaway in the
vehicle. Based on a gantry design and
equipped with drives and valve terminals
from Festo, it adjusts track and camber in
less than 60 seconds.

(B)

(A)

conventional cylinder, the force can be
doubled, tripled or even quadrupled during
the advance stroke. A Festo SMAT sensor
on a guide unit detects the level of the
wheel hub. The height at which a slide unit
must move to the axle can thus be determined.

(B)
(A) ADNH high-force cylinders
clamp the axle in the system as if
it were screwed onto the vehicle.
(B) Powerful argument: the advantage
of the high-force cylinders lies in the
sequence of up to four cylinders with
the same piston diameter and stroke.

Securely clamped
Integrated directly in the production process of the car manufacturer, linear conveyor technology transports the axle on a
workpiece carrier through the machine in
either a longitudinal or a transverse direction. A lifting frame that can be lowered
directly above the axle holds all of the
Festo components and the tools for adjusting track and camber. After the axle is
clamped, counterholders swivel under the
subframe mounts of the axle, and later
provide the attachment points for the car
body. ADNH high-force cylinders with a
piston diameter of 100 mm clamp the axle
at four positions as accurately as if it were
screwed onto the vehicle. The advantage
of the ADNH high-force cylinders is in the
series connection of two, three or four cy
linders with the same piston diameter and
stroke. This means that, compared to a

Fast adjustment
In the next step, grippers driven by ADNH
high-force cylinders clamp themselves to
the hubs. Spring replacement devices actuated by electric motors then drive against
the axle and automatically locate the
positions where the springs will later sit.
Next, the axle is pulsed under load to
achieve the setting behaviour on the rubber mountings and joints. The axle is then
moved to the K0 position. This is the ideal
position of the axle and corresponds to the
normal load, when the vehicle is loaded
with a defined weight. The track and camber are measured in this position, with a
pneumatic cylinder moving directly to the
brake disc. The adjusting screws are lo
cated independently using track and camber screwdrivers that are also supplied via
pneumatic cylinders. The machine detects
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“Thanks to the Festo valve terminals
we have been able to reduce the
installation and tubing effort in the
system to a minimum.”
Valerio Loi, Project Management, AuE

the relative future position of the wheels
automatically using the probes. The adjusting tools adjust the track and camber
values in real time and counter with the
final screwing torque. The tools then move
away and the axle is placed back on the
workpiece carrier. The system references
itself compared with a master gauge in
specified cycles.
To avoid having to interrupt the production
process during machine maintenance, the
machine can be moved from the conveyor
technology area to a specially created
maintenance area via racks and guide rails.
Intelligent supply
A special feature of the new machine are
the valve terminals installed directly on
lifting frames and vertical slides; this
reduces the effort required for tubing and
wiring to a minimum. The lifting frame
that picks up the axle has two VTSA valve
terminals with CPX input modules, separ
ated into the left and right side. In the vertical slide, which carries the hub gripper,
there are two smaller VTSA valve terminals
with four valves each, which control all
the actuators beneath the energy chain of

the slide. Thanks to this solution, a supply
tube, a power supply and a bus system
are all that are needed.
www.festo.com/catalog/adnh
www.festo.com/catalog/vtsa

AuE Kassel GmbH
Heinrich-Hertz-Str. 52
34123 Kassel
Germany
www.aue-kassel.com
Area of business:
Automation specialist for all
production work relating to axles,
chassis and similar tasks

To keep tubing and wiring effort to a minimum,
the CPX-VTSA valve terminals are attached directly
to the lifting frame of the system.

Test platform for mobile devices with the mini planar surface gantry EXCM

Compact precision
Mobile electronic devices are developed in highly automated processes. Yet
their touchscreens and keys are generally still tested manually. PKC Electronics
decided to go in a completely new direction with its Chameleon test platform.
It offers automated, fast and reliable testing of mobile devices using different
adapters. The mini planar surface gantry EXCM is completely in its element in
this environment.
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(A) Approaches any position within
its working space: the mini planar
surface gantry EXCM.
(B) Highly automated: the only task
performed manually is positioning of
the mobile devices.

reliable test devices. In 2013 alone, 1.4 billion smartphones were in use worldwide.
The number of tablet computers grew from
17 million in 2010 to 195 million last year.

(A)

Demand calls for automation
“Today, it is important for us to be able to
offer turnkey test devices where all you
have to do is quickly change the adapter
for the different terminal formats and
retrieve the right software for the test routine at more or less the touch of a button”,
explains Kimmo Hyrynkangas, Test Solution
Business Area Manager at PKC Electronics
in Finland. “Many end users need to
change the adapters and associated programs twice a day on average”, continues
Hyrynkangas.

(B)

T

he adaptive test platform from
Finnish equipment manufacturer
PKC Electronics heralds a new era
in the testing of electronic devices,
which until now was mostly still carried
out manually. As mobile devices such as
smartphones, tablet PCs or navigation devices with their touch displays and sophisticated audio or video functions become
more and more complex, so too does the
task of thoroughly testing them. The user
interface performance tests, touchscreen
swipe tests, operation of the keys and
switches on the sides of the mobile devices
and the speaker and microphone tests
require extensive and quality-assured test
procedures. The rapid expansion of the
smartphone and tablet PC market is also
set to further heighten the demand for

“With the Chameleon brand name, PKC
Electronics has developed exactly the flexible test device we require”, states Marko
Anttila, Operation Manager at Elektrobit.
Elektrobit is a Finnish manufacturer of mobile devices and infotainment systems for
vehicles. “Equipped with the corresponding adapters, the solution allows even
small and medium-sized series consisting
of 10,000 to 100,000 units to be tested
quickly and reliably”, he adds.
Highly flexible solution
The high level of flexibility and adaptability
of the test device enables customers to
respond to the wide variety and ever
decreasing product life cycles of mobile
devices. Development times are shortening all the time. Extensive tests now have
to be carried out as early as the development phase. Ideally, the test systems
should be able to be used in both the
development phase and during series
production. End customers also need to
integrate multiple test functions in a single test phase in order to guarantee fast
throughput in volume production. These
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“We couldn’t have developed our
test platform without the compact
mini planar surface gantry EXCM.”
Kimmo Hyrynkangas, Test Solution Business Area Manager at PKC Electronics

include display/touch tests, performance
tests, audio tests and radio frequency
tests, as well as thorough evaluations such
as the fully integrated analysis of the audio
test results. The Chameleon system thus
sets a new standard in integrated test instruments, allowing tests to be performed
on a single compact platform.
Integrated in a single unit
Another industry trend is also on the horizon: as the test facilities are integrated in
the production cells, the test devices need
to be made smaller and smaller. It is also
important to have enough test capacity,
so that the test process does not lead to
supply bottlenecks. “This is another way
in which the test devices from the
Chameleon series set themselves apart
from others on the market – because they
can analyse the tests within the device”,
explains Hyrynkangas.
Perfect position
“The mini planar surface gantry EXCM from
Festo appeared on the market at exactly
the right time”, says Risto Mäkelä, Chief
Engineer at PKC Electronics. “With this
compact, ready-to-install planar surface
gantry, precise and fast positioning in tight
installation conditions is now extremely
easy.”

Jukka Merisalo, Key Account Manager at
Festo Finland, adds: “The planar surface
gantry EXCM really shows off its strengths
in situations where every millimetre
counts.” The compact planar surface gantry
can travel to any position within its working space. It just needs an area equivalent
to a DIN A4 sheet. The recirculating toothed
belt moves the slide within a two-dimensional area (X- and Y-axes). The fixed
motors are connected to the slide and
thanks to the parallel-kinematic drive principle, the moving masses remain low. This
allows fast positioning at speeds of up to
500 mm/s and repetition accuracies of the
order of ±0.05 mm.
Together with the electric slide EGSL, the
Z-axis is responsible for the correct functioning of the touch and swipe tests. The
pneumatic slide DGSL is equipped with a
microphone and light cube, allowing audio,
camera and display tests to be performed.
Ready-to-install system solution
The gantry is quick to commission and can
be integrated quickly into machines. The
pre-parameterised drive and controller
package gives users the security of knowing that they can concentrate on their own
core competencies without having to concern themselves with the details of

automation technology. “The fact that Festo
could offer us a complete package consisting of hardware, software and a consult
ancy service is what tipped the balance in
their favour”, says Mäkelä.
www.festo.com/excm

PKC Electronics Oy
Pajuniityntie 43
92120 Raahe
Finland
www.pkcelectronics.com
www.pkcgroup.com
Area of business:
Turnkey solutions for testing and
power management as well as
the design and manufacturing of
electromechanics.

Production of infusion and blood bags

Compact class
The trend in automation technology is towards smaller, multifunctional
components. Compact one-way flow control valves type VFOF-LE-BAH are one
of the latest developments in the field of pneumatics. In machines and systems
for the production of infusion and blood bags at Kiefel GmbH, they shorten
assembly time and reduce the installation space required by over 50 per cent.
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W

hen manufacturing bags for
medical fluids, extreme precision and high production
speeds are of the utmost
importance. The systems produced by
Kiefel GmbH meet both requirements. The
company specialises in developing and
building systems for thermoforming and
joining polymer films and is a global technology leader. Its machines for manufacturing infusion bags based on the contact
welding method produce up to 6,500 bags
per hour, while systems for making blood
bags based on the high-frequency welding
method produce up to 2,500 units. Innovative pneumatic components from Festo
can be found in all Kiefel machines. The
extremely compact one-way flow control
valves VFOF-LE-BAH with their three-in-one
function not only save on assembly time,
but also reduce installation space requirements and make maintenance easier.

Festo right down the line
The new one-way flow control valves not
only control the piston speed of cylinders,
but also allow an intermediate stop in a
predefined position. Parts can be held and
processed in this position and lowering in
the event of the compressed air being disconnected briefly can be prevented. To reduce potential risks as per the Machinery
Directive 2006/42/EC, a manual exhaust
function is used which switches the drive
to the energy-free state if the compressed
air supply has been disconnected. Along
with VFOF-LE-BAH, a number of other Festo
components ensure efficient pneumatic
processes in Kiefel systems. These include
service units for compressed air prepar
ation, valve terminals and individual valves
and cylinders. The latter are used, for
example, to move the grippers for feeding
the film and to operate punching, embossing, printing and welding equipment.
Saves installation space: one-way
flow control valve VFOF-LE-BAH.

Fast and precise: the system for manufacturing
infusion bags produces up to 6,500 units per hour.

“With the VFOF we have reduced
assembly time and installation
space. Instead of three parts, we
now need to install only one.”
Peter Kronawitter, Pneumatics Design Engineer, Kiefel GmbH

From film to bag
Although the individual systems from Kiefel
are all used to produce different products,
the fundamental automation principle
behind the medical technology machines
is the same. The process is best illustrated
by a new system for manufacturing infusion bags. In the first step, the film is
unrolled. Dancer rollers perform a buffer
function to cushion the synchronised
motion sequences. They isolate the power
from the machine, which is needed to set
the parent roller in motion. This is followed
by contactless electrostatic cleaning of
the film and application of the productspecific information in the printing station.
The system laterally feeds a film with the
print medium. The inlet and outlet tubes
for fluids such as blood or infusion solutions are then welded on. In the next processing step the entire bag is welded and
the cooling systems then reduce the temperature of the welded sections. Finally,
the bags are separated by punching or
cutting, placed on a conveyor and transported onwards.
Three functions, one valve
Until a year ago, two pneumatic control
elements – the one-way flow control valve
GRLA and the shut-off valve HGL – were
still required on many cylinders. The GRLA
was used to adjust the flow rate, while
the HGL blocked the flow in one direction.
The blocked connection could be opened
again by a control signal. Both valves are
still installed in systems where called for
by the design specifications. In other areas,
however, the compact, multifunctional
valves VFOF-LE-BAH are used. The new
components integrate three functions:
variable piston speed, short intermediate

stop and individual manual exhaust. The
efficient control element therefore saves
time and money and reduces the installation space by over 50 per cent. It is easy
to operate and assemble and can be
used everywhere. The pneumatic control
elements offer versatile functionality, are
energy-efficient and non-polluting, and
reduce compressed air losses.
Two-thirds less assembly time
For Peter Kronawitter, Pneumatics Design
Engineer at Kiefel, use of the valves
VFOF-LE-BAH has paid off right down the
line. “Previously, our installation technicians had to install up to three different
parts. Now they install just one pneumatic
component. Assembly now only takes a
third of the time that it used to”, explains
Kronawitter. He also sees benefits for his
company in the extensive portfolio of Festo
pneumatic products and in the fast, worldwide spare parts delivery service. “This
has permanently reduced our warehousing
requirements”, he says. With the one-way
flow control valve VFOF-LE-BAH, Festo has
opened up new possibilities in terms of
time and space savings for Kiefel.
www.festo.com/vfof

Easy to adjust: simple adjustment
of the cylinder speed.

Kiefel GmbH
Sudetenstraße 3
83395 Freilassing
Germany
www.kiefel.com
Area of business:
Developing and building
systems for thermoforming
and joining polymer films
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Germany

Motors from the EMMS-AS-70 series (see image above)
as well as controllers from the CMMP series (below) ensure
an extremely quiet air supply.

The sound of silence
Historical organ fully automated

In the past, operating the bellows of a church organ required
considerable muscle power. Today, this task can be performed
using modern automation technology. An Italian organ from the
mid-18th century has been fitted with an extremely quiet semiautomatic bellows lift system.
When organ builder Jörg Bente was awarded the contract for an
organ restoration project, he found himself faced with the challenge of replacing the organ pumper with an automatic bellows
lift system. The task was to develop a solution that could deliver
a very quiet, steady air flow. Another requirement was that the
organ’s original historical function had to be retained and that
no PLCs or other control elements apart from the power switch
could be used.

This resulted in completely silent operation, which meant that
the musicians would not be disturbed with even the softest of
sounds. The Festo solution allows a dynamic shift between
pauses with low air consumption and full operation with high air
consumption. The required air pressure of 4.5 mbar should remain constant so that one of the two bellows can hold enough
air in reserve at all times.
The fully restored instrument from 1752 with automated bellows
lift system has been in use at the College of Catholic Church
Music & Musical Education in Regensburg since the end of July
2014. It has been used extensively in lessons to faithfully reproduce Italian music from the 18th century.
www.bente-orgelbau.de

Working in close cooperation with Festo, it was decided to use
motors from the EMMS-AS-70 series as well as controllers from
the CMMP series. Highly sophisticated wiring and parameterisation of the controller allowed detailed optimisation of the system.

United Kingdom

Shaping up for success

CPX reduces costs and ensures functionality

Casting sanitaryware: the moulds
are opened automatically and a robot
enters the process area to unload the
injection moulding machine.

In the late 19th century the English potter Thomas Twyford secured a place
for himself in the history of sanitaryware when he produced the first
one-piece ceramic toilet. Today, PCL Ceramics Ltd. is one of the leading
developers and manufacturers of pressure casting systems for ceramic
sanitaryware. In order to further expand its market position, PCL Ceramics
worked with Festo to implement a programme to reduce machine build
costs. By using the latest technologies, it has been possible to achieve a
long-term gain in efficiency without sacrificing functionality or reliability.
“The additional power supplies on the valve terminals make it possible
to create a two-tier safety system as we can provide valves with a separate
24 V power supply”, explains Nick Riddington, Engineering Manager at
PCL Ceramics. “This means that when you open the door of the machine
housing, some valves will be de-energised and will stop working, while
others will continue to operate. The lower tier becomes operational when
the door is opened and affects only those valves that are associated with
movement on the machine. If the emergency-stop button is pressed,
all the other valves on the machine will then be de-energised in order to
ensure the safety of the process.”

Unique function: the additional power supply for the
CPX is installed under the I/O modules and offers an
additional safety feature.

PCL Ceramics has equipped the CPX manifolds on their more recent
machines with the latest valve option MPA-L. This reduces costs without
compromising the flexibility and function integration of the electrical terminal CPX. A further CPX manifold is used as a purely electric I/O module
without valves. Eight more manifolds accommodate combinations of
electric and pneumatic valves.
www.pclceramics.com

Small footprint: thanks to their degrees of protection IP65
and IP67, the CPX terminal and I/O modules can be installed
directly on the machine without an additional cabinet.
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Spain

Promoting creativity in the automotive market
Festo AutoMotion Centre opens in Bilbao

On 19 November 2014, the new Festo AutoMotion Centre in Bilbao opened its doors. With this new centre of excellence
at the AIC-Automotive Intelligence Center, Festo has strengthened its commitment to the automotive industry. Technology
transfer, open innovation and industry-specific training & consulting support the automotive industry in terms of increasing competitiveness, differentiation and efficiency.
At the “Ready for the future of the automotive industry” conference held in tandem with the opening of the centre, Xavier
Segura, General Manager of Festo Spain, described the new Festo AutoMotion Centre as the “gateway to the market”. It will
support the development of new projects for the automotive industry at international level. Dr. Ansgar Kriwet said that the
objective of the centre is “to promote creativity in an innovative environment”. The focus will be on increasing productivity
and simplifying automation for Festo customers as well as competency in the area of training and learning systems.

Festo AutoMotion Centre: the Festo
AirPenguin performed some aerial
acrobatics in the atrium of the AIC
during the opening ceremony.

Slovakia

An adventure in science
Researchers’ Night 2014 in Bratislava

The aim of Researchers’ Night in Bratislava was to inspire young
people to take an interest in technology and to motivate them
to take up a scientific career. The event was held at the end of
September 2014 in Slovakia for pupils, students and other technology enthusiasts. With the motto being “Science is Adventure”,
the young audience was introduced to topics from the fields of
science and technology in a fun way. Festo was present too, with
several bionics projects and interesting presentations. The Bionic
Learning Network showcased its diversity with, amongst others,
the Bionic Handling Assistant, the BionicOpter, the SmartBird
and the AirJelly (see image).
Festo was the highlight at Researchers’ Night 2014 in Bratislava, presenting
a great variety of bionics projects from recent years, including the AirJelly.

Italy

The valve terminal concept of the CPX/MPA reduces installation
time and the required installation space by approximately a third.

Make some room!

Smaller packaging machines thanks to CPX/MPA
With the “Breakthrough Generation of Machines” from Italian packaging machine manufacturer Cama, brand and pharmaceutical manufacturers are experiencing a completely new feeling of space in their factories. The new machines from
Cama take up one third less space thanks to the valve terminal concept CPX/MPA.
One characteristic feature of conventional machines is the large control cabinet outside the machine. The controllers within
this cabinet are connected to the drives, sensors and valves by a multiplicity of cables and lengths of tubing several metres
long. With the “Breakthrough Generation”, Cama completely redesigned its machines. This has made it possible to reduce the amount of space required by the machines. The control cabinets containing the electrical and pneumatic components are integrated in the machine pedestal angles. The compact machine footprint helps to minimise cabling and makes it
easier to place the modules and components used right where they are needed and thus more accessible. The core product of this solution is the Festo valve terminal CPX/MPA with protection class IP65. CPX links the pneumatic and electrical
control chains and connects these simply, quickly, flexibly and seamlessly to any automation concept and in accordance
with any company-specific standards. Attention has also been paid to the topic of machine safety. The soft-start/quick
exhaust valve MS6-SV is used to exhaust the system. It provides reliable protection against unexpected start-up and has
an exhaust capacity 1.5 times its pressurisation capacity.
The side-loading unit consists of a handling unit with an electric axis EGC for precise travel to intermediate positions and
a pneumatic mini slide DGSL. The EGC helps to reduce assembly times by 30 per cent compared to previous self-made
and assembled electric axes. The deliberate use of both pneumatic and electric drive technology allows high precision to
be obtained together with a high load capacity.
www.camagroup.com
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Small cut, big gain

Pneumatic neck foil remover optimises recycling
Screw caps for wine bottles are becoming increasingly popular. Ease
of use, no risk of the wine tasting corked and the ability to reseal
the bottle are advantages that speak for themselves. However, these
bottles still present problems, for example for dishwashing systems,
as the bottom part of the cap remains on the neck of the bottle after
it is opened.
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Rink has now developed a machine with a patented method for the
easy and efficient removal of the neck foil. It is controlled by a Festo
valve terminal VTSA, which minimises installation effort and therefore reduces costs.
The machine makes a cut in the neck foil from below using a springloaded knife and pushes it over the bottle shoulder. The foils are
ripped and removed reliably, while the bottle thread and neck remain
intact. The machine operates at a cycle rate of up to 5,000 bottles
per hour and supports fast changeover to different bottle sizes.
www.rink.de
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How do you
stay fit, Julia?
By moving lots and eating healthily.
Sport has always been a big part of my
life. Even when I was very young, I played
badminton. I also love cycling, running
and swimming. So doing a degree in sports science, specialising in health management, was the best choice for
me. What I really like about sport is that it makes you feel
alive and that you feel great both during and after exercise.
It is this feeling of positivity that I try to convey to my colleagues in my job in Company Health Promotion at Festo.
Since 2012, my two colleagues and I have been developing
new health concepts and implementing our ideas in various
campaigns. Our main focus is on adopting a holistic
approach to health. We support employees in looking after
their health by offering a range of different fitness courses.
We also provide advice on what they can do to improve their
health and wellbeing in the workplace; this includes correct
posture, using breaks as a brief moment of relaxation, occasional back exercises and, of course, healthy eating. Festo
also provides special cooking classes in the company canteen as well as an extensive range of nutrition workshops.
We additionally organise lectures on topics such as healthy
sleep habits, cancer screening and memory training.
In my job it is crucial that I communicate a positive attitude
towards health through exercise and nutrition. You won’t
achieve anything by merely pointing a finger. In my experience, the best way to motivate people is by setting a good
example – in my case I emphasise the importance of being
active. For example, I take the stairs instead of the lift whenever possible and prefer to go and speak to my colleagues
in person rather than call them from my desk. Small steps
like these can make a big difference to your health.

Management
level
Control
level

This
is the
future!

Field level

Sensor/actuator level

Setting your sights high?
Want to achieve more?
We show you new ways forward.

Expert competency in process and factory automation: CPX
Festo CPX, the automation platform for any situation. Exactly what you need
when you demand the best from your automation solution. CPX with MPA or
VTSA is the high-competency solution in factory and process automation – and
the standard for all process steps with fluid and motion control.

www.festo.com
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